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Intellectual

Three major imperatives

SocialEconomic



 High-quality research output (in
terms of patents, publications and
global recognition)

Intellectual  imperative

 World-class research eco-systems
with adequate infrastructure and
capabilities (including availability of
funding/ researchers)



 Additional capacity creation of 40
million to achieve a GER of 50%

 Affordable access to disadvantaged/low-
income segments

Social imperative

 Reduced disparity in GER across
geographies, and economic and social
groups

 Better informed and evolved society —
improved social indicators (life
expectancy, health and sanitation, and
law and order)



 Skilled, job-ready and productive workforce that
would be successful in global competitive market.

 Education/skills that enable students to become
entrepreneurs

Economic 
imperative

 Graduates with global skills, who can be employed
by workforce-deficient countries

 Development of successful economic models at the
grass-root (district/block) level through community
engagement



Intellectual Imperative

Issue Current state Future target

Global ranking Only 7 Indian institutes
in top 400 universities
and 2 institutes in top
200

20 Indian
universities in the
top 200 in the world

Research No world class research- Indian among theResearch 
output

No world class research-
focused universities in
the country

Indian among the
top 5 countries in
terms of research
output/impact

Economic Imperative

Employability Only 10% of general
graduates and 25% of
engineers and MBAs are
employable

90% graduates
readily employable



Current state and future targets vis-à-vis the three 
imperatives

Issue Current state Future target
Enrolments 30 million 71 million 

GER 21.1% 50%

Social imperative 

GER 21.1%
(Disparity across
states at 45
percentage points)

50%
(Disparity
reduced to 15
percentage points)

Social Indicators Human
Development
Index:
Ranked 135
among 187

Improved health,
sanitation, law
and order and life
expectancy



Overview of Indian Higher Education Industry

 With over 720 Universities, 45 000 colleges and 31 million students (2013),
the Indian Higher Education boasts of having the largest Higher
Education system in the world in terms of the number of institutions and
of being second-largest in terms of enrollment.

 Public expenditure on Higher Education is only 1.25% of GDP as
compared to 3.1% of USA and 2.6% of Canada. Expenditure on higher
education is likely to go up from USD 10.3 bn to USD 30 bneducation is likely to go up from USD 10.3 bn to USD 30 bn

 India is expected to be the fastest growing economy by touching a GDP of
USD 10 trillion by 2030 and one of the youngest nations in the world with
a median age of 27.6 years. Projections show that India would require a
gross incremental workforce of 250 million by 2030

 The greying developed world is expected to face a skilled talent shortage of
approximately 56 million by 2030 and India alone would provide 47
million skilled talent



 Given its large workforce and projected labour surplus, India is
well-positioned to cater to the changes in labour market
requirements. India is a potential market for global players with
144 million young population in age bracket of 18-23 years

 By 2020, 90% of India’s GDP and 75% of employment is expected
to be contributed by the services and manufacturing sectors.

 Government of India has set itself an aggressive target of achieving
30% gross enrolment ratio (‘GER’) in higher education by 2020,
from the current GER at 22.5% (2013-14E).

 The private sector plays a huge role in the addressing the growing
need for quality education. The share of private sector institutions
and enrolments has increased to 63.9% and 58.9% in 2012 as
compared to 42.6% and 32.9% in 2001.



Do we need a differentiated system 
of institutions with differing 

objectives and focus areas for objectives and focus areas for 
achieving the proposed goals? 



Research-

focussed

institutions

Career-

• High-quality institutions with research and
innovation as the prime focus

• Critical role in addressing intellectual
imperatives

• Institutions offering technical/professional 
courses, with a focus on producing industry-Career-

focussed
institutions

Foundation 
Institutions

courses, with a focus on producing industry-
ready graduates .

• Critical role in addressing economic 
imperatives 

• Institutions offering a wide range of courses
aimed at providing holistic education to masses.

• Imparting skills that are relevant to the local
industry/community.

• Critical role in addressing social imperatives.



Lack of Holistic View of  
Higher Education and Higher Education and 

its Architecture



Seven major purposes

 Achieving competence

We are not very clear about the purpose of higher
education

 Managing Emotions (including those that interfere
with learning such as anger, anxiety, hopelessness and
those that enable learning such as optimism,
hopefulness)

 Mature interpersonal relations (such as respecting
differences and working with peers)



 Moving from autonomy to independence (including
moving from needing assurance and approval of
others to self-sufficiency)

 Problem solving, and making decisions

Major goals…….continued 

 Problem solving, and making decisions

 Establishing identity including enhanced self-esteem
and self-efficacy

 Developing purpose (from who am I? and where am
I? to where am I going?)





Curricula and pedagogy 

 Quality and relevance of curricula

 Limited choice for students 

 Disconnect with the prevalent economic 
activity

 Low quality of teaching and learning

Not enough homework done when new
programmes/courses are launched



FACULTY

Inappropriate faculty recruitment
policies

Inadequate and poor faculty

Poor infrastructure leading to
poorer applications for new
appointments.



We need to:

Promote a tenure-based system in
higher education institutions to retain
the best talent.the best talent.

Develop a system of rewarding the
best performing faculty members by
providing performance-linked
monetary and non-monetary benefits.



Develop a hub-and-spoke model for faculty 
development and exchange 



Research and Innovation
• Poor quality

• Low focus on research, even in top institutions

• Lack of industry involvement to drive industry• Lack of industry involvement to drive industry
oriented research

• Lack of adequate funding

• Undergraduate boom, research gloom



Partnerships

High quality partnerships with foreign institutions
restricted to a few institutions

InfrastructureInfrastructure

Most institutions not meeting infrastructure norms

Allocated funding for infrastructure development not
being utilized effectively



In nutshell focus has to be on:

a.Human Capital

b.Knowledge Capitalb.Knowledge Capital

c.Creative and enabling
“Ecosystem.”





Advertisement

Teaching is an important
component of our careers

Teaching as a skill and a career
By Elisabeth Pain Aug. 31, 2015

Whether it is one aspect of a faculty position at a research-intensive
institution or the core of an education-focused job, teaching is an
important component of many scientists’ careers.



Teaching is demanding and
complex task.

At its best, teaching can be a

Good teaching matters.

At its best, teaching can be a
wonderfully rewarding experience, but
success requires more than just subject
area knowledge.

Teachers also need confidence, passion,
and knowledge of pedagogy.



Assistance Dilemma

There is a seemingly unending controversy about two
methods of teaching.

On one extreme lies the claim that it is important
for students to explore and construct knowledgefor students to explore and construct knowledge
for themselves, which is often called discovery
learning…... and at the other extreme lies the
claim that providing direct instruction is more
beneficial than withholding it.

Recent studies………Direct instruction method more
beneficial.



Good 

Engaging in continuous 
learning

Being 
authoritative with 

command over 
the subject matter

Being 
persuasive &

Being 
approachable

Being an 
upright person 
with integrity

Being a good 
communicator

Being able to 
provide timely 

feedback

What makes a good teacher: From Students’ narratives

Teacher
persuasive &

motivating

Being a 
reflective 

practitioner
Being passionate 

and inspiring

Having a 
sense of 
humour

Being 
disciplined in 

teaching

Being selfless, 
caring, 

supportive and 
helpful

approachable



“Winners don’t do 
different things. They 
do things differently.”





Surface learning Deep learning Strategic learning 

Try to learn in order to 
repeat what they have 
learned

Actively seek to understand 
the
material/the subject

Intend to obtain high grades

Memorise information 
needed for assessments 

Interact vigorously with the 
content 

Organise their time and 
distribute their effort to 
greatest effect 

Three approaches to learning

greatest effect 

Take a narrow view and 
concentrate on detail 

Make use of evidence, 
inquiry and evaluation 

Ensure that the conditions 
and materials for studying 
are appropriate 

Fail to distinguish principles 
from examples 

Relate new ideas to previous 
knowledge 

Use previous exam papers 
and assessments to predict 
questions

Tend to stick closely to the 
course requirements 

Tend to read and study 
beyond the course 
requirements 

Use marking criteria 
carefully 

Are motivated by 
fear of failure

Are motivated by 
interest 


